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联考英语考试试卷Part 1 Vocabulary and Structure (25 minutes, 10

points)Directions: There are twenty incomplete sentences in this

section. For each sentence there are 4 choices marked A, B, C, and

D. Choose the one that best completes the sentence.Mark your

answer on the ANSWER SHEET with a single line through the

center.1. Experiments in the photography of moving objects _____

in both the United States and Eu- rope well before 1990.A. have been

conducting B. were conductingC. had been conducting D. are

conducting2. After long negotiations, the firm ______ to build a

double-purpose bridge across the river.A. contracted B. contacted C.

consulted D. convinced3. Diderot was also a philosophical

materialist, ______ that thought developed from the move- ments

and changes of matter.A. believing B. have been located C. believes

D. be locating4. We felt to death because we could make nothing of

the lecturers speech.A. exposed B. tired C. exhausted D. bored5. The

population of many Alaskan cities has ______ doubled in the past

three years.A. large than B. more than C. as great as D. as many as6.

It was very difficult to build a power station in the deep valley, but it

______ as we had hoped.A. came off B. went off C. brought out D.

made out7. A baby might show fear of an unfamiliar adult, _______

he is likely to smile and reach out to another infant.A. if B. whenever

C. so that D. whereas8. Christmas is a holiday usually celebrated on



December 25th _______ the birth of Jesus Christ.A. in accordance

with B. in terms of C. in favor of D. in honor of9. Weather _______,

there will be an open air party with live music here this weekend.A.

permits B. should permit C. will permit D. permitting10. When

workers are organized in trade unions, employers find it hard to lay

them _______A. off B. aside C. out D. down 100Test 下载频道开
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